''X a previous paper' it has (4) are special cases of (5) and (6). It is the purpose of this note to state the following theorem:
''X a previous paper' it has been shown that the --existence of certain baryon-meson coupling constant relations leads to directly verifiable connections between observables. The relations discussed state in essence that the 2 and A. particles are coupled with the same strength, whether to x or to E mesons. In the notation of I this is expressed by G2= G3, Fg= F2, F3 --F4, G2= -G3, Fi= -F~, F3= -F4
Connections were then established between the various amplitudes A for Z or A production in m. -nucleon collisions, namely (in obvious notation)
Ag= -Ap, A pv2= -A The near equality signs refer to the neglect of 8=-(M~-Mq)/Mq in making these statements. LThis quantity is not much bigger than the ratio fun(ir+) -nz(harp) l/nz(harp). Thus one should not be much worse off in the present case than in neglecting x-mass differences in meson phenomena, as long as one is not too close to threshold. )
For a further study of the strong interactions it seems interesting to know whether any other relations between the constants could possibly lead to practically useful connections between the production amplitudes. Here one has in mind connections stronger than the triangle relations between the Z amplitudes which are already implied by charge independence.
Thus one may envisage either or both of the following relations: A~+niAp+n2A =0, Ap+npA =0, (6) where ni, n2, np are numbers. The relations (3) and (4) are special cases of (5) and (6). It is the purpose of this note to state the following theorem:
In order to establish nontrivial equations of the type (5) and/or (6), the relations (1) or (2) are not only su%cient, but also necessary.
In other words, the relations (1) and (2) (3), (4) could not be established. What is implied is that further dynamical arguments would be needed to achieve this.
It has been noted' that for the case G3=0 the interaction allows for an additional substitution invariance if 8=0 and if the F relations (1) or (2) The details of such individual decays are not easily obtained theoretically, since they presumably involve strongly coupled virtual particles; however, the ratio of decay rates into electron modes and p-meson modes may often be calculated exactly with no assumptions beyond saying that the weak interaction is local and may be treated in first order, and that the weak interaction is the same for electrons and p mesons. ' If At the present time, unfortunately, the experimental information is too meager to do this, but it is to be hoped that the data will exist before too long. An estimate of the ratio of the total lifetime of the
